Human late memory CD8+ T cells have a distinct cytokine signature characterized by CC chemokine production without IL-2 production.
Late memory T cell skewing is observed in the setting of immune recovery after cord blood transplantation, and may be associated with inferior control of viral reactivation and cancers. Therefore, we sought to understand how late memory cells differ functionally from earlier stage memory T cells, and whether surface phenotypes associated with differentiation stages were predictably associated with functional signatures. Higher order cytokine flow cytometry allows characterization of human T cells based on complex phenotypic markers and their differential capacity to simultaneously secrete effector proteins, including cytokines and chemokines. We used 8-color, 10-parameter cytokine flow cytometry to characterize the functional activation of human late memory CD8(+) T cells defined by CD45RA and CD27 expression (CD27(-)CD45RA(+)). We assessed the 15 possible functional signatures of cells defined by production of IL-2, IFN-gamma, TNF-alpha, and MIP-1beta alone or in combination, following activation with Ags stimulating bypassing surface proteins (PMA:ionomycin) or through the TCR (e.g., viral Ags). Late memory CD8(+) T cells produced abundant amounts of CC chemokines (MIP-1beta, MIP-1alpha, and RANTES) but not IL-2. IL-2/IFN-gamma coproduction, characteristic of protective immune responses to viral infections, was absent in late memory CD8(+) T cells. These data demonstrate that functional cytokine signatures are predictably associated with CD8(+) maturation stages, and that the polarization of late memory CD8(+) T cells toward CC chemokine production and away from IL-2 production suggests a unique functional role for this subset.